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Abstract  (151 words) 

The variability among cities, from the ancient world to the present, can be usefully organized in 
two ways. First, a focus on the dominant urban activities and processes leads to the recognition 
of two basic urban types: economic cities and political cities. Most cities today are economic 
cities in which growth proceeds through agglomeration processes. By contrast, most cities in the 
ancient world (and some today) are political cities, in which power and administration are the 
dominant forces structuring cities and generating change. Second, an alternative focus on 
processes of social interaction within the urban built environment leads to the recognition that 
there is only one basic kind of city that includes all cities, both economic and political. Cities in 
this sense are settings for “energized crowding.” These processes of interaction generate both 
economic and political growth, and they produce and influence the built forms and social 
characteristics of all cities. 

Introduction 

The 21st century will see more urbanization than in all of human history to date. The 
urbanization process which began approximately 10,000 years ago will end sometime in mid-
century. Cities today are both the engines of innovation and economic growth, and the settings 
for concentrated social problems. As cities around the world expand in size and impact, advances 
in the scientific understanding of cities, urbanism, and urbanization take on increasing urgency. 
Do fundamental urban processes exist that generate a basic kind of city, in whatever context or 
culture or time period? Or are the expressions of urbanism too diverse to include in a single 
model? To what extent can urban data from one setting illuminate another? Is contemporary 
urbanization simply an elaboration upon past urbanization processes, or it is a fundamentally 
different kind of process? 

Urbanization through the ages has manifested an enormous variation in the spatial and 
social forms of cities, their size, functions, activities, and growth patterns. Given this great 
variability in so many domains, it is not hard to argue that any notion of a single urban form or 
process or pattern throughout history must involve over-simplification. The differences among 
cities, across space and time, would seem too great to fit into a single type or model. 
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Nevertheless, scholars in a variety of disciplines have argued that cities—regardless of 
their size, geography, temporal setting or cultural milieu—share many underlying social 
characteristics, and play similar functional roles in different human societies (Hall, 1998; 
Mumford, 1961). There is a growing recognition that human settlements of (for example) ancient 
Mesopotamia and modern developed nations share enough in common that the term “cities” can 
be used to meaningfully refer to entities separated by thousands of years of cultural, social and 
technological development (Algaze, 2008; Smith, 2010b; York et al., 2011; Barthel and Isendahl, 
2013). Yet this work has failed to specify just what characteristics of cities through the ages 
allow them to be considered or analyzed as a single entity, in spite of their obvious differences. 

Cities (and human settlements more generally) are essentially about the advantages 
afforded by aggregation which in turn are a manifestation of human sociality (Boyd and 
Richerson, 2005). Population size is both a major determinant and consequent of social evolution 
(Carneiro, 2000; Henrich, 2015). The basic demographic dynamics of expansion, maintenance 
and decline—modulated by existing technology, resource availability, social development and 
cultural frameworks—are essential to cities, ancient, pre-modern and modern.  Over their 
existence all cities documented by archaeology and history went through phases of expansion (in 
spatial extension and population size) before eventually declining. Whereas the reality and 
relevance of economic growth in ancient and pre-modern societies is a topic of considerable 
debate (Scheidel, 2004; Greene, 2000), the reality of urban growth in ancient and pre-modern 
societies is not. Understanding what is common and what is not with regards to urban 
(population) growth across time is key to understanding what is common to urban life across eras 
and civilizations. 

The question posed in our title—one thing or many?—has two answers. First, when we 
focus on the institutional framework of cities, including the mechanisms that generate urban 
growth, there are two fundamentally different forms of cities. We call these economic cities and 
political cities. In urban economics, this contrast is discussed in terms of differences between 
“normal” cities and primate cities (Ades and Glaeser, 1995; de Long and Shleifer, 1993), but in 
fact the distinction runs deeper than this. Most cities before the modern era were political cities, 
meaning that their dominant institutions were in the realms of power and administration by a 
ruler or ruling elite. A few premodern cities and most cities today are economic cities, meaning 
that economic considerations dominate the locational decisions of individuals and production 
units, and that economic activities largely shape their social structure and economic forces 
dominate their processes of growth.  

Notwithstanding the very real and important differences between economic cities and 
political cities, urban growth in both types originates in a common set of behavioral and built-
environmental mechanisms that underlie both the economic and political drivers normally 
discussed in the urban literature. A focus on these fundamental mechanisms leads to our second 
answer to the question of “one thing or many?”: the city is one thing amidst a plurality of 
manifestations of urban life, a place of energized crowding that generates growth and change. 
These underlying mechanisms have been explored by several strands of recent work that take the 
perspective—theoretically grounded and empirically supported—that cities are and have been 
fundamentally social networks of people embedded in physical space (Bettencourt, 2013; 
Bettencourt et al., 2013; Fisher, 2009; Hipp et al., 2012). This body of research has revived the 
prospects for building an analytical framework for understanding the origins and drivers of 
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urbanization operating in cities from the distant past and contemporary urban life, both economic 
and political cities.  

 
What is a City? 

 
 In his book Triumph of the City, urban economist Edward Glaeser defines cities as “the 
absence of physical space between people and companies. They are proximity, density, 
closeness” (Glaeser, 2011:6). Glaeser’s minimalist definition does seem to capture what for 
many is the essential feature of cities. Yet its very minimalism allows the definition to apply 
equally to every form of human settlement—from hunter-gatherer camps to the first villages and 
indeed the first cities—in which physical proximity facilities social life. Furthermore, high 
density is no longer characteristic of all modern cities (Angel, 2012), nor was it characteristic all 
ancient cities (Fletcher, 2009). 
 

Archaeologist George Cowgill (2004:526) observed that, “It is notoriously difficult to 
agree on a cross-culturally applicable definition of ‘the’ city, but we cannot do without 
definitions altogether .... No single criterion, such as sheer size or use of writing, is adequate.” 
The urban literature reveals two dominant approaches to city definition: a 
sociological/demographic approach and a functional approach. The most influential definition is 
that offered by sociologist Louis Wirth (1938, 8): “For sociological purposes a city may be 
defined as a relatively large, dense, and permanent settlement of socially heterogeneous 
individuals.” This definition clearly fits contemporary cities, and it is favored by most scholars of 
urbanism today. But historians, anthropologists, and archaeologists have accumulated 
considerable information on early cities and nonwestern cities, and the sociological definition 
excludes most of these from consideration as urban settlements (Sjoberg, 1960). 
 
 Early urban settlements were prominent and influential within their regional settings, yet 
their levels of population size, density, and heterogeneity were considerably lower than 
contemporary western cities. This situation led to the adoption of a “functional” approach to 
definition, based on work in economic geography. The definition of archaeologist Bruce Trigger 
(1972, 577) is typical: “It is generally agreed that whatever else a city may be it is a unit of 
settlement which performs specialized functions in relationship to a broad hinterland.” An urban 
function is an activity or institution that directly affects life and society in a hinterland. The 
initial functional definition of cities focused on retail economic functions, and central place 
theory provided concepts and methods for understanding cities as economic central places 
(Christaller, 1966). Anthropologists then moved beyond economic functions to define cities 
using other regional impacts such as political administration or religion (Fox, 1977; Marcus, 
1983).  
 
 The functional definition of urbanism emphasizes variation in urban forms and processes 
around the world and through time. There were alternative forms of urbanism before the modern 
era, both within and between urban traditions, and these settings are difficult to analyze with the 
sociological definition of urbanism. Any city that is sufficiently large and heterogeneous to 
satisfy Wirth’s sociological definition of urbanism also satisfies the functional definition. In 
modern cities these functions are usually economic in nature, although political capitals have 
important administrative functions and many contemporary cities exert religious or cultural 
influence on their hinterlands. But the converse it not true; many functionally urban settlements 
are too small or too homogeneous socially to fit Wirth’s definition. 
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 The Classic Maya cities of Mesoamerica are a good example of cities that fit the 
functional definition but not the sociological definition of urbanism (Isendahl, 2012; Coe, 2012). 
Large palaces were inhabited by kings whose rule extended far into the hinterland (and thus 
signal administrative urban functions). Political power was reinforced by state ceremonies at 
towering temple-pyramids, and these rituals signal urban functions of a religious nature. The 
administrative and religious functions impacted hinterland society and satisfy the functional 
definition as stated by Trigger, Fox, and Marcus, yet the population size and density of most 
Maya capitals were far below those of most cities today. 
 
 While these sociological and functionalist urban definitions have often been opposed to 
one another and treated as alternative approaches, we wish to highlight an important 
commonality. Both definitions encompass the idea that social interactions within a delimited 
space are important drivers of the urbanization process. In the words of architectural historian 
Spiro Kostof (1991:37), “Cities are places where a certain energized crowding of people takes 
place.” That is, cities are settings for frequent and intense social interactions, and by implication 
these interactions have important effects on urban behavior and output. The density and social 
heterogeneity of Wirth’s urban concept imply the importance of that energized crowding. And 
the urban functions of the alternative definition are nothing more than specific kinds of social 
interactions that generate the influence a city has on its hinterland. This notion of “energized 
crowding” is also the theoretical foundation of our discussion below of the city as many things at 
once, or, in effect “the city as one thing.”  
 
 

The City as Two Things: Economic and Political Cities 
 
 Most cities before the Industrial Revolution were political cities and most contemporary 
cities are economic cities. This dichotomy is based on the nature of economic activity, its 
prominence in urban dynamics, and its relationship to growth. Virtually all of the literature in 
urban economics and urban geography focuses on the locational choice of businesses and 
individuals, and on the positive externalities (due to agglomeration) to the productivity of firms 
and individuals. This leads contemporary work in urban economics, economic geography and 
regional science to have a “modernist” bent applicable mainly to cities whose economies are 
productive and dynamic. In our scheme most economic cities exist within the capitalist world 
system, but we feel that more research is needed to determine the extent to which our economic 
cities concept might apply to cities before the modern era. Political cities, on the other hand, are 
those cities in which political or administrative activities predominate. Economic processes are 
either suppressed by political forces (as in recent primate cities), or else are simply far less 
developed than in contemporary cities. 
 
 The concepts economic city and political city are Weberian ideal types: pure 
classifications that will never match the empirical world precisely (Gerth and Mills, 1946:59-60). 
They are ends of a continuum. This dichotomy is similar—but not identical—to a number of 
dichotomous typologies in the urban literature (Table 1). {Table 1 near here} We are proposing 
a new dichotomy because none of these prior schemes are sufficiently broad to encompass the 
entire range of historical urbanism. 
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 The concepts of consumer city and producer city originated with Max Weber and other 
early twentieth century economic historians to contrast the ways in which Classical and 
Medieval cities obtained food from their hinterland. Commercial enterprises in Medieval 
producer cities allowed urbanites to obtain food from farmers through commercial exchange, 
whereas elites in ancient consumer cities received rural income from rents. Classicists debated 
which concept best fit Roman cities and towns for several decades (e.g., Parkins, 1997), an 
argument that got tangled up with the primitivist/modernist debate on the ancient economy. 
Recent work has highlighted both the empirical fact that markets were operational in many but 
not all ancient societies and the conceptual clarification that the presence of markets does not 
turn ancient societies into protocapitalists entities (Feinman and Garraty, 2010; Morris, 2004; 
Temin, 2006); see also the chapters in Garraty and Stark (2010). Most authors seem to agree that 
(1) classical cities best fit the consumer city model; and (2) the act of sorting ancient cities into 
one of two boxes is not a highly productive activity (Erdkamp, 2001; Morris, 2006). 
 
 The next two dichotomies arose in the 1950s in the literature on economic development. 
Economist Bert Hoselitz (1955) classified cities as generative or parasitic if they have a positive 
or negative impact on economic growth in their region or country. Anthropologists Robert 
Redfield and Milton Singer (1954) promoted stereotypes in their parallel classification of 
orthogenetic cities (traditional cities where the “moral order” dominates) and heterogenetic cities 
(modernizing cities where the “technical order” is primary). The dependent/autonomous 
economy dimension of Richard Fox’s functional typology maps onto our political/economic 
dichotomy quite closely; his regal-ritual, administrative, and colonial cities categories fit into our 
political category, and his industrial and mercantile cities fit into the economic type. City-state 
capitals, on the other hand, are split between the two categories; Greek, Yoruba and Aztec 
examples were political cities, but many post-medieval European city-state capitals were 
economic cities. We include primate cities in our political category. Of contemporary primate 
cities, Ades and Glaeser (1995:195) state, “political forces, even more than economic factors, 
drive urban centralization.” De Long and Schleifer (1993:686) note for their historical sample 
that, “the presence of an absolutist prince reduces the growth of population in cities of more than 
30,000 by nearly 180,000 people per century.” 
 
Growth in Cities  
 
 The phenomenon of growth and its drivers would seem to provide the starkest difference 
between ancient and modern cities. Clearly delineating these is an important part of an exercise 
aiming to identify commonalities across the historical experiences of urban development. We 
start with a basic question, what is economic growth? An increase in a society’s material output 
with respect to a previous period is a necessary but not sufficient condition. Economic growth 
entails more output per capita—for modern economies economic growth is tantamount to 
increases in productivity (Allen, 2009). An increase in growth caused by more efficient use of 
inputs is referred to as intensive growth, while growth caused only by increases in the “factors of 
production” (such as labor or agricultural land) is called extensive growth (Bjork, 1999). 
“Smithian growth” refers to a situation in which growth is driven by increased labor 
specialization, itself facilitated by the geographical expansion of markets (Burkai, 1969; Kelly, 
1997). This type of growth required an extension of commercialization and transportation 
infrastructure. The Solow–Swan type models of economic growth, with their explanatory 
emphasis on capital accumulation and population growth, exerted great influence in the 
economics profession during the 1960s and 1970s (Solow, 1956; Swan, 1956). 
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 For nearly three decades now work in growth economics has been dominated by the “new 
economic growth theory” which emphasizes the generation and exchange of knowledge, 
innovation and invention, and human capital (i.e., skilled individuals) as drivers of productivity 
increases and growth (Lucas, 1988; Romer, 1990; Weil, 2008). The emphasis on knowledge 
spillovers (a form of externality) in turn gave rise to a renewed interest in the role of cities as the 
privileged setting for the generation and recombination of knowledge (Lucas, 1988; Glaeser, 
2011). The manifestation of the “new growth theory” perspective with respect to urban 
development has emphasized the operation of “agglomeration economies” (Fujita et al., 1999). 
Agglomeration economies arise when concentrations (“agglomerations”) of individuals firms, 
and institutions create interactions and feedback that generate non-market mediated benefits 
(knowledge flows, for example). These agglomeration economies are assumed to be major 
drivers of growth in most recent works explaining urban economic development (e.g., Black and 
Henderson, 1999; O'Sullivan, 2011; Storper, 2013). We briefly review two explanatory schemes 
for urban agglomeration economies, representative of the analytical templates used by urban 
economists, economic geographers and regional scientists to explain modern urban economic 
performance, in order to make the case that the proposed growth mechanisms were less present 
(albeit not entirely absent) in ancient cities.  
 

Duranton and Puga (2004) divide the forces generating agglomeration into three micro-
level processes: sharing, matching, and learning. Sharing refers to the presence of public goods 
(infrastructure, markets, and other institutions facilitating commerce) in cities, and to the gains 
from specialization and from larger number of suppliers that are shared among individuals and 
firms. Although political cities certainly offered public goods (Stanley et al., 2015), the much 
lower levels of technology, infrastructure, and commercialization led to lower levels of 
productive interaction and economic growth. Matching refers to the pairing of people and jobs 
that occurs in urban areas. Given the far lower prevalence of wage labor in pre-capitalist 
economies—coupled with the far lower level of individual specialization—it is unlikely that 
matching was a significant force in creating agglomeration in political cities. Learning refers to 
the generation, diffusion and accumulation of knowledge, particularly the education of workers 
that contributes to human capital in agglomeration economies. In terms of human capital, the far 
lower levels of education, literacy, and job training in pre-capitalist economies renders learning a 
minor factor in generating change and economic growth in political cities. Furthermore, the 
speed and importance of material innovation were far less in pre-capitalist economies (Morris, 
2010). 
 
 In a parallel formulation, Storper (2010; 2013) divides the major causes of urban growth 
into human capital, economic specialization, and institutions. He examines how they arise and 
how they influence one another through feedback processes. The basic rationale for the 
importance of human capital in urban growth is that “jobs follow people” (Storper, 2010:2034), 
which (as noted above for matching) was not a major force in pre-capitalist economies. 
Economic specialization and the prevalence and strength of institutions relevant to urban growth 
both vary along a scale of commercialization (see below), and in political cities they were far 
less powerful in generating growth. Finally, if we consider the broader realm of contemporary 
economic growth—not just urban agglomeration—it is quite clear that most of the major 
processes (Jones and Romer, 2010) have few counterparts in pre-capitalist economies.  
 
Political Cities and Economic Growth in the Ancient World 
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 The concept of primate city in urban economics (Ades and Glaeser, 1995; de Long and 
Shleifer, 1993; Behrens and Bala, 2013) gets to the core of the distinction between the growth 
processes of political and economic cities. It is in the realm of economic growth, relentlessly 
present in modern social life and seemingly absent in the ancient past, that the greatest chasm 
between ancient and contemporary urban life is to be found. Ades and Glaeser (1995:224) 
summarize how primate cities differ from other cities as follows: 
 

Urban giants ultimately stem from the concentration of power in the hands of a small 
cadre of agents living in the capital. This power allows the leaders to extract wealth 
out of the hinterland and distribute it in the capital. Migrants come to the city 
because of the demand created by the concentration of wealth, the desire to influence 
leadership, the transfers given by the leadership to quell local unrest, and the safety 
of the capital. This pattern was true in Rome, 50 C.E., and this description is still 
true in many countries today. 

 
 And it also fits most premodern political cities. 
 

The level of commercialization in an economy provides a rough index of the scale from 
political to economic cities. By “commercialization” we mean the number and influence of 
commercial institutions in an economy. Figure 1 shows a scale for the level of commercialization 
in pre-capitalist economies. {Figure 1 near here} The lower portion of the scale is based on 
Smith’s (2004) assessment of ancient economies, and the upper portion is based on a number of 
works in economic history (e.g., North, 1991; Temin, 2013; Bairoch, 1988; Braudel, 1982). This 
scheme is intended to approximate a Guttman scale; i.e., if an economy has a particular trait, then 
it also has all or most of those traits lower on the scale; this hypothesis remains to be tested, 
however. There are deviations from such an arrangement because economies do not all follow 
identical developmental trajectories. For example, Classical Rome is higher on the scale than 
ancient Near Eastern economies largely because of the presence of banking, although 
entrepreneurial activity was far more dynamic and commercially productive in many Near 
Eastern economies than in Rome (see discussion below). 
 
 The remarkable thing about this scale of commercialization is that even the most highly 
commercialized pre-Medieval economy—Imperial Rome—still had very limited levels of 
economic growth. Growth did occur in ancient Greece (Morris, 2004) and Imperial Rome 
(Morley, 1996), but Roman cities were not dynamic and expanding commercial centers in the 
way that contemporary economic cities are. There was a real transformation between the Roman 
Empire and the Medieval period in the nature of commercial activity and in the role of cities. 
Double-entry bookeeping, for example, began its rapid expansion around 1500 (Gleeson-White, 
2012). 
  
 Michael Hudson (2010) pinpoints the activities, institutions, and values of the Classical 
world responsible for what he calls the “corrosive forms of enterprise” that dominated the 
economy. Rent-seeking behavior was rampant. “The oligarchic ethic preferred seizing wealth 
abroad to creating it at home. The major ways to make fortunes were by conquest, raiding and 
piracy, slave capture and slave dealing, money lending, tax farming, and kindred activities more 
predatory than entrepreneurial” (p. 15). Although the economy of Imperial Rome had reached 
the highest level of commercialization in the world prior to Medieval Europe, its economy was 
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still “unproductive” (Baumol, 1990) in the prevalence of rent-seeking over commercial growth. 
In a study of Roman banking, Jean Andreau (1999:147-48) asks, “Did Roman financiers direct 
most of their effort towards economic life in order to create an effective instrument for 
investments? Did any financial establishments specialize in the promotion of productive loans? 
The answer to both questions must definitely be no.” 
 
 Of the Roman Empire, Keith Hopkins (1978:77) noted, “Huge pre-industrial empires 
accumulate huge resources; they spend a large part of that accumulated surplus on self-
preservation, not on economic growth.” A related phenomenon is revealed in cases where 
premodern merchants invested their profits not in productive economic enterprises, but rather in 
status-enhancing projects and charity. For example, in Ming China merchants used their often 
considerable profits to construct gardens in an effort to raise their status (Stark, 2014:101-02). 
The implication is clear: the behaviors and institutions that produce rapid economic growth and 
urban agglomeration economies in modern cities were for the most part absent from the political 
cities of the ancient world, and these cities require very different models of growth. In the words 
of historian Carlos Noreña (2014:193) “All cities in preindustrial economies are in one sense 
artificial, in that they depend on a set of political institutions, coercive instruments, and 
legitimizing mechanisms that together enable a group of nonprimary producers to live off the 
surplus produced by peasant farmers.” 
 
Agglomeration Processes in Political Cities 
 
 Even if we acknowledge that economic growth was far less important in ancient cities 
than it is today, it is still useful to ask whether agglomeration economies might have generated 
urban growth in the political cities of the past. Virtually the entire literature on urban 
agglomeration is tailored for contemporary or recent historical economic cities with capitalist 
economies. As suggested above, the kinds of processes invoked by these economists and 
geographers to explain agglomeration, and its role in growth, either did not occur, or occurred at 
significantly lowered levels, in political cities. On the other hand, it is possible to expand the 
concept of urban agglomeration beyond economics to make it more applicable to premodern 
cities. This is the approach taken by several economists to explain anomalous patterns of growth 
in historical and contemporary primate cities (Ades and Glaeser, 1995; de Long and Shleifer, 
1993). Their approach can be broadened even further by considering the spatial concentration of 
various kinds of non-economic activity in premodern cities and its effects.  
 

Urban agglomerations of power and administration are the most obvious case, but it is 
not too far-fetched to suggest that ritual activity can also generate concentrations of social 
interactions and urban growth. Indeed, this was one component of Paul Wheatley’s (1971) 
classic model of early urbanization. In a recent paper, Scott and Storper (2014: ms, p.4) propose 
this kind of broader approach to agglomeration: 

 
Even in the very earliest cities, agglomerations of activities such as political 
administration, ceremonial and religious pursuits, craft production (e.g., for luxury 
goods or military hardware), and market trading almost always constituted the core of 
the urban process (Wheatley 1971). Agglomeration occurs because activities like 
these entail divisions of labor and other interdependencies as expressed in 
transactional relationships whose costs are distance dependent and because they can 
reap functional synergies by clustering together in geographic space. Various types of 
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infrastructure help to consolidate the resulting dynamic process of agglomeration. In 
other words, one of the central features of urbanization has always been its 
efficiency-generating qualities via agglomeration. 

 
Nevertheless, the levels of feedback and urban growth generated by these non-economic 
agglomeration processes seem orders of magnitude smaller than the contemporary growth 
processes of agglomeration in economic cities. 
 

Scott and Storper seem to recognize the gulf between agglomeration processes in political 
and economic cities when they point out that early cities were “caught in a Malthusian trap” that 
was only overcome with the sharp rise in economic productivity with industrialization. They 
suggest that the Industrial Revolution was “an era where the fundamental relationship between 
economic development and urbanization becomes especially clear” (Scott and Storper, 2014: ms, 
p. 5). But from our perspective, this latter statement is wrong. Industrialization did not clarify the 
relationship between economic growth and urbanization; instead, industrialization and capitalism 
both transformed and greatly strengthened this relationship to the point where the dynamics 
became fundamentally different from the growth processes of political cities, in the sense that 
“more is different” (Anderson, 1972). Nevertheless, we suggest that further attention to non-
economic agglomeration processes can not only help explain urban growth in the past, but may 
also shed slight on the variety of urban growth trajectories in the contemporary world. 
 

The City as One Thing: A Container for “Energized Crowding” 
 

We noted above that the concept of cities as places of intensive social interaction—
“energized crowding” in the words of Kostof (1991:37)—is shared by both of the dominant 
definitions of cities and urbanism. Furthermore, processes of social interaction operate at a 
deeper or fundamental level than the economic and political drivers of urban growth reviewed 
above, and they can be considered as generative forces for the growth of both economic and 
political cities. Our argument draws on a wide range of social-science scholarship on this topic.  
 
 Storper and Venables (2004:31) analyze what they call “the most fundamental aspect of 
proximity: face-to-face contact.” Although their analysis of the role of face-to-face interaction in 
urban agglomeration is set firmly within the economic geography approach that ignores political 
cities and premodern societies, at least three of their four “basic functions” of face-to-face 
contact apply to premodern societies: communication technology; trust and incentives in 
relationships; and screening and socializing. Their fourth function—“rush and motivation”—is 
more difficult to evaluate for premodern contexts. 
 
 Social settings of ongoing face-to-face contact generate processes of trust, incentives, and 
monitoring that are among the key ingredients of successful community organization (Bowles 
and Gintis, 2002; Ostrom, 1990; Sampson, 1999). Urban planners are much concerned with 
finding ways that the urban built environment can foster productive face-to-face interaction 
(Brower, 2011; Talen, 1999). Kevin Lynch noted that, “Cities may have first been built for 
symbolic reasons and later for defense, but it soon appeared that one of their special advantages 
was the improved access they afforded” (Lynch, 1981:187). He described cities as fostering 
access to other people, to certain human activities, to certain material resources, to places, and to 
information (Lynch, 1981:187-204). Edward Glaeser noted that, “The central theme of this book 
is that cities magnify humanity’s strengths. Our social species’ greatest talent is the ability to 
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learn from each other, and we learn more deeply and thoroughly when we’re face-to-face 
(Glaeser, 2011:250). 
 
 The city as a facilitator of social learning might ultimately provide one of the most salient 
sources of continuity among urban forms across space and time. After all, social learning is 
emblematic of Homo sapiens sapiens and the resulting process of cultural adaptation that is 
responsible for our species’ success is facilitated by both population size and social 
connectedness (Boyd et al., 2011; Boyd and Richerson, 2005; Henrich, 2015). Urban life is one 
manifestation of how humans have constructed social and physical spaces to exploit their unique 
abilities to build cumulative culture (Enquist et al., 2008). 
 
 These observations about the generative role of face-to-fact interaction, from a spectrum 
of academic disciplines, apply equally well to political and economic cities. The urban built 
environment provides settings for social interaction, whether the parks, cafes, and sidewalks of 
contemporary cities or the plazas and marketplaces of ancient cities (Stanley et al., 2012). The 
same processes of communication and exchange take place among the residents of all cities, past 
and present. These basic interactions are the essence of what is distinctive about cities as human 
settlements, and they are the individual- and group-level forces that generate economic and 
political activities that lead in turn to urban growth (Bettencourt, 2013). A challenge for 
researchers will be to specify the nature, implications, and varieties of “energized crowding” as 
expressed in diverse social, cultural, and historical contexts. For example, did low-density 
agrarian cities (Fletcher, 2009) have lower levels of face-to-face interactions than high-density 
cities?  
 
 At this most basic level of human behavior and its implications, there has only ever been 
one basic kind of city—the city of face-to-face buzz, the city of energized crowding, and the city 
of productive community dynamics.  
 

Discussion and Conclusions 
 
 Our analysis has implications for identifying more and less productive paths of 
comparative research of cities and urbanization. The “city as two things” perspective suggests 
that analyses of urban growth in economic and political cities are best carried out independently 
because the processes of growth in the two types of city are quite different. Empirical analyses of 
the rates and mechanisms of growth in past cities can help identify economic cities before the 
modern epoch. We argue above that economic growth in Imperial Rome was insufficient to 
generate the agglomeration economies of economic cities, but other specialists have argued for a 
more “modern-looking” Roman economy (Bintliff, 2013). Perhaps quantitative analyses of 
Roman urbanism (e.g., Bowman and Wilson, 2011) can contribute to a better understanding of 
the nature of political and economic cities in the ancient world. 
 
 Attempts to apply models of growth devised for contemporary economic cities to ancient 
cities in the absence of extensive quantitative data (e.g., Algaze, 2008) may be premature. On the 
other hand, models of modern primate (political) cities (Ades and Glaeser, 1995; de Long and 
Shleifer, 1993) would appear to be a productive source of insights for understanding ancient 
political cities. And given the smaller number of such political cities today and their lack of 
prominence in the literature on growth theory, perhaps the growing research on urban dynamics 
in premodern political cities might help scholars better understand the primate cities of today. 
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 Our second perspective—the city as one thing—has great potential for comparative 
research that draws cases from, and produces insights for, both premodern and contemporary 
cities. For example scholars are beginning to draw parallels between the roles of neighborhoods 
in ancient and modern cities (Smith, 2010a; Sampson, 2012). Our analysis suggests that this 
topic is a particularly fertile one for comparative analysis, given the importance of social 
interaction and the built environment in neighborhood dynamics. Research on urban scaling 
provides another example. Models that locate the causes of regularities of urban scaling patterns 
in contemporary cities in processes of social interaction within delimited spaces (Bettencourt, 
2013; Bettencourt et al., 2013) are plausible for cities before the modern era, whereas models 
that locate the causes of scaling patterns in urban agglomeration economies are less applicable to 
early cities. Empirical research on urban scaling in ancient cities (e.g., Ortman et al., 2014) 
therefore has the potential to clarify these models and the extent of their applicability, and 
contribute to a better understanding of the fundamental processes of social interaction that 
underlie urban change in all types of cities. 
 
 Productive research comparing premodern and contemporary cities needs to avoid two 
approaches that have long dominated comparisons of ancient and modern social and economic 
conditions. On the one hand, many social scientists outside of anthropology simply assume that 
conditions in the past or in nonwestern societies were similar to conditions today, and thus 
economic models can be applied directly without modification (e.g., Basu et al., 2009). This 
approach is called “modernism” in Classical studies and “formalism” in economic anthropology. 
Such work tends to be ignored or dismissed by historians and archaeologists because it fits the 
facts so poorly as to be useless. At the other extreme, some scholars (“primitivists” in Classics 
and “substantivists” in economic anthropology) have portrayed the past (and nonwestern 
societies) as so radically different from the present that comparisons are impossible (Polanyi et 
al., 1957; Finley, 1973).Most scholars now see this as a misguided and highly limiting approach 
to past societies and economies (Smith, 2004; Wilk and Cliggett, 2007). 
 
 Our dual answer to the question posed in this paper’s title (“one thing or many”) can help 
scholars avoid these problems of comparison. From the perspective of the forces that create cities 
and generate urban growth, there are two general types of cities: economic and political. The 
dynamics of growth and operation of these cities are quite different, and facile comparisons 
between them will do little to illuminate processes of urbanization. But from the perspective of 
the way that people interact with one another in delimited urban spaces, all cities are similar; 
there is only one type of city. The “energized crowding” first identified by Kostof (1991:37) is 
one of the universal features of cities, from ancient time to the present. The ability of scholars to 
explain and understand this process of energized crowding may help determine the productivity 
of comparative urban scholarship in the future, and it may even contribute to the success or 
failure of cities and urbanization in the future. 
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Table 1. Dichotomous city typologies

Political cities Economic cities Citations Context

Consumer Producer Finley (1977) Classical vs. medieval cities

Parasitic Generative Hoseliltz (1955) Cities in developing nations

Orthgenetic Heterogenetic
Redfield & 
Singer (1954)

Cultural roles of cities

Dependent economy Autonomous economy Fox (1977) World historical cities

Primate city Non-primate city various Deviation from Zipf's law
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